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Abstract

Previous analyses have shown that unconfined deflagrations propagating through both porous*
and nonporous energetic materials can exhibit a thermal/diffusive instability that corresponds to

the onset of various oscillatory modes of combustion. For porous materials, two-phase-flow effects,

associated with the motion of the gas products relative to the condensed material, play a significant

role that can shift stability boundaries with respect to those associated with the nonporous prob-

lem. In the present work, additional significant effects are shown to be associated with confinement,

which produces an overpressure in the burned-gas region that leads to reversal of the gas flow and

hence partial permeation of the hot gases into the unburned porous material. This results in a

superadiabatic effect that increases the combustion temperature and, consequently, the burning

rate. Under the assumption of gas-phase quasi-steadiness, an asymptotic model is presented that

facilitates a perturbation analysis of both the basic solution, corresponding to a steadily propa-

gating planar combustion wave, and its stability. The neutral stability boundaries collapse to the

previous results in the absence of confinement, but different trends arising from the presence of

the gas-permeation layer are predicted for the confined problem. Whereas two-phase-flow effects

,, are generally destabilizing in the unconfined geometry, the effects of increasing overpressure and

hence combustion temperature associated with confinement are shown to be generally stabilizing

with respect to thermal/diffusive instability, analogous to the effects of decreasing heat losses on

combustion temperature and stability in single-phase deflagrations.
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STABILITY OF QUASI-STEADY DEFLAGRATIONS

* CONFINED POROUS ENERGETIC MATERIALS

1. Introduction

IN

The combustion behavior of energetic materials is of critical importance in a number of ap-

plications arising in propulsion, pyrotechnics and gas generation. Widely studied examples of

such materials are the nitramine propellants HMX and RDX, which are frequently used in various

rocket-motor formulations and explosive devices. These materials, once manufactured and placed

in a system, may be stored for considerable lengths of times. During that time, they may become

chemically degraded and develop significant porosities arising from inherent long-term met sstw

bility in the chemical formulation and/or external influences such as an inadvertent exposure to

an abnormal thermal environment. Once degraded, the combustion behavior will be affected be-

cause of changes in energy density, chemical composition and two-phase flow effects within the

now-porous mat erial, all of which thus affect the performance and safety characteristics of the

system. These considerations have served to motivate a number of recent theoretical studies on

the combustion of porous energetic materials (cf. [1–12]). Most of these have considered uncon-.
fined materials, but in this and a previous study [12], we consider the combustion behavior of such

materials under confinement.
*

The description of combustion in a porous material requires a two-phase-flow description that

is generally quite complex (cf. [13]). Moreover, descriptions of combustion and other processes in a

multiphase continuum often vary because of the specification of various constitutive relations that

are generally required to give a closed mathematical model. Nonetheless, depending on the actual

problem, various simplifications can often be made. Those that are appropriate for the present

problem of interest are described in the following sections, but all formulations must allow for

relative motion between coexisting phases to capture true two-phase-flow effects that are present

in degraded materials. This becomes especially critical in the confined geometry of interest here,

where the presence of confinement results in a significant overpressure in the burned region that

in turn causes a reversal of the flow velocity and allows hot gases to permeate the unburned

material. Such gas permeation is generally attributed to a significant increase in the burning rate

(cf. [1,6,12,14]) that is usually associated with the transition to a fast burning regime, often referred

to as convective burning, in which the above process serves to preheat the unburned porous solid

and thus enhance both the combustion temperature and the burning rate, even when porosities

are relatively small.

Attempts to analyze the combustion stability of porous energetic solids are relatively recent. In
. two such studies [8,9], an unconfined geometry was considered such that pressure variations could

reasonably be neglected. This and various other reasonable approximations led to the derivation of
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an asymptotic model for combustion in the limit of large overall activation energy. That formula-

tion admitted an explicit basic solution corresponding to a steadily propagating planar combustion >

wave, thus facilit sting a subsequent analysis of its linear stability. It was found, as in the non-

porous case, that there existed an oscillatory neutral stability boundary such that for sufficiently

large values of an overall activation-energy parameter, stability of the basic solution was lost to a

nonsteady, nonplanar form of propagation. In addition, it was determined that in the realistic limit

of small gas-to-solid density and thermal-conductivity ratios, the shifts in the stability boundary

relative to the nonporous problem were essentially proportional to as (1 – as) – 1, where as is the

gas-phase volume fraction, or porosity, of the solid.

The present work is a generalization of these recent stability analyses to a confined geometry in

which even the basic solution is subject to the overpressure and gas-permeation effects described

above [12]. Although the inherent unsteadiness of the confined problem can be addressed with

the reasonable assumption of a quasi-steady gas phase (cf. [9,12,15]), it is necessary to relax the

constant-pressure assumption in order to account for the pressure-driven gas-permeation effect.

In this and the previous analysis [12] of the basic solution, we thus adopt a Darcy representation

of the relationship between gas velocity and pressure gradient in the solid/gas region. While

this is a simplification relative to a full consideration of gas-phase momentum in this region, it

nonetheless still results in a more complex wave structure by introducing, in the realistic limit
.

of small permeability, a gas-permeation boundary layer within the solid/gas preheat zone where

both pressure and gas velocity vary significantly. Consequently, perturbation expansions of both ‘

the basic and perturbed solutions, the temporal growth or decay of which determine the stability

of the basic solution, must be introduced at an earlier stage in the analysis than was required

for the unconfined studies [8,9]. The final result appears in the form of a dispersion relation for

the perturbed growth rate relative to the leading-order dispersion relation associated with the

nonporous, unconfined problem. The subsequent analysis of this relation thus determines the

shift in the neutral stability boundaries arising from both porosity and confinement, allowing the

prediction of significant trends associated with the latter.

2. Formulation

As in previous studies [7-12], we assume an overall reaction process of the form R(s) + R(l) +

P(g), where the first step represents the melting of the solid, and the second step denotes a one-step

exothermic reaction in which the liquid-phase material is converted to burned gaseous products.

A schematic illustration of combustion-wave propagation in the confined geometry of interest is

then shown in Figure la. ‘The unburned porous solid and final gas products are separated by a

combustion wave propagating from right to left. Although the problem is confined, we assume

that the right and left boundaries are sufficiently far away relative to the width of the flame region
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that the primary effect of confinement is a difference between the upstream and downstream

+ values of pressure. Since this pressure difference, or overpressure, is generally positive, there is,

for typically small permeabilities and sufficiently large overpressures, a thin sublayer embedded

within the solid/gas region where a large pressure gradient drives a reverse gas flow into the pores

of the unburned solid. Specifically, proceeding from left to right, the wave structure is comprised

of the solid/gas preheat region, the aforementioned gas-permeation boundary layer in which the

gas velocity and pressure vary significantly, the melting surface across which the solid material

is converted to a liquid, a liquid/gas preheat region, the thin reaction zone where exothermic

conversion of the liquid material to gaseous products occurs, and finally, the confined burned-gas

region.

In what follows, the subscripts s, 1and g denote solid-, liquid- and gas-phase quantities, respec-

tively, and the subscripts u and b indicate unburned and burned values. Dimensional quantities are

denoted by tildes, and the spatial coordinates are denoted by (21, 52, ;3), the last of which is the

longitudinal coordinate in the direction of the burned gas. In order to simplify the analysis without

compromising the fundamental two-phase-flow aspects of the problem, we adopt several assump-

tions that were also used in various earlier studies (cf. [9,12,16]). In particular, we assume, as

indicated above, that the far-field gas pressure is quasi-static (eventually we shall consider the gas
*

phase to be completely quasi-steady with respect to the solid), that there is temperature equilib-

rium between coexisting phases, and that the combustion wave is at most weakly nonplanar so that

transverse gas-phase velocity components are small compared with the longitudinal component ii3.

Other approximations will be indicated as they are introduced.

With the melting surface denoted by Z3 = i~ and the gas-phase volume fraction by a, overall

mass conservation is given by

(2.1)

and

-$ [(1 - cl)p~ + Q’pg]+ & [(1 - a)pliil + Qpgtig] = 0, ii3>zm, (2.2)

where @is density and j, and ~1are assumed constant. Also, it has been assumed that & = Oin the

adopted coordinate system and thus solid-phase continuity simply implies that a is independent

of time in the solid/gas region (for simplicity, we assume a constant porosity a = as for the solid).

Consequently, solid-phase continuity becomes trivial and overall continuity in the solid/gas region,

Eq. (2.1), becomes equivalent to gas-phase continuity there. Liquid-phase mass conservation, on

the other hand, is affected by chemical reaction and is given by

. where E denotes the overall activation energy, @’ is the universal gas constant, ~ is the pre-

exponential rate constant and ~ is the temperature,
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Utilizing Eq. (2.3) to eliminate the reaction-rate expression, we may write overall energy

conservation as

where Z, ~ and ~ denote specific heat (at constant pressure for the gas), thermal conductivity and

pressure, respectively, the first two of which are assumed constant.

The equation of state for the gas, which is assumed to be ideal, is given by

59 = /5gR”qwg , (2.6)

where ~~ is the average molecular weight of the gas, assumed constant. Conservation of mo-

mentum, however, is accounted for in a more approximate fashion. In particular (cf. [4,12,16])

condensed-phase momentum is reduced to a kinematic expression for the liquid-phase velocity Uz

and the previously stated assumption that us = O, while gas-phase momentum is replaced by

Darcy’s law for the gas-phase velocity Ug in the solid/gas region and by the assumption that Pg is

constant throughout the liquid/gas region. That is,

where k(a~ ) is the permeabilityy coefficient of the porous solid and jig is the gas-phase viscosity.

Equations (2.1) – (2.7) constitute a closed set, which maybe solved subject to appropriate boundary

and continuity conditions.

The boundary conditions appropriate for the confined defiagration

are expressed as

~=~~ for~z<~m; ‘i&+o> Y+ F., & - 5;; =

a+lfOr 23>&; l%+:, ‘ijg+, ?+?b%

problem described above

53+.-CC), (2.8)

53++W, (2.9)

where 23 = +co are interpreted as large with respect to the multiphase flame location. In addition,

continuity and jump conditions across the melting surface are specified as

(2.10) “

.
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G.
{[ 111(1– a,) + igc%% “v? ~3=5A- p.(h)+’%%] kqz,=,;

● }

{
D%m= (1 – a,) –js?.~

[( ‘)-’s’s(-%)lTm} ‘2+1’)
+ 316 q23=5~ – &

.
where the unit normal n~ has fil-, i22- and ~3-components –G;l (8&/6%), –G;l (&n/fki2)

and G;l, respectively, the geometric factor G~ being given by

(2.12)

We note that ~~ is the heat of melting of the solid at temperature ~ = O, defined in this work

to have positive values when melting is endothermic. The formulation presented here represents

a reasonable model for certain classes of energetic materials, as typified by common nitramine

propellants such as HMX and RDX.

3. Nondimensionalizat ions and the Outer Problem

Prior to analyzing the present model, it is convenient to introduce nondimensional quantities.

In particular, nondimensional variables are defined as

,

- where pg‘u = 15~Wg/&~. is the gas density evaluated at 53 = –m, and the

ity ~ = —diil~/d; is the propagation speed for the case of a quasi-steady,

Corresponding nondimensional parameters are given by

characteristic veloc-

planar deflagration.

where y is the ratio of specific heats for the gas and A is an appropriate burning-rate eigenvalue.

As in previous studies, we consider the limit of large activation energy, in which case the

reaction zone collapses to a reaction front (on the scale of the overall combustion wave) whose

location is defined as X3 = Z.(ZI, X2, t) > z~(zl, Z2, t). Hence, it is convenient to transform to the

moving coordinate system (ZI, X2, ~), where

.
Introducing these nondimensionalizations and transformation into the problem defined in the pre-

vious section, we obtain the system of equations
.

()
8Xm i

‘l=–F ;–1 ‘
(3.4)
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(3.5)
*%+:[’4,-%1=0 ‘<-(’T-zm))

[ ( a+ ’a’xug-al=o ‘>-(zr-zm) ‘3’)
g [Cu(fpg– ?-)] + ; ?-(1 – a) ‘u~–

%-#[’l-a)(u’-=)l =A(l-a)expF(l-~)l ) ‘>-(2T-zm)) ’37)

.

=W{po+qw}j ( > –(q. –zm),

(3.9)

pgT = p, , (3.10)

subject to

K(%) ~P9 for ( < –(q. —Zm) ; P9
a=cl!~> ‘ug=— ——

a. 8< –
+1 (Ug+o), T+lss~+-cQ,

(3.11) -

p,=pj fore>–(%-%); a~l, T-+Tb SS<4+CQ, (3.12)

Tl<=–(.r–zm)=Tm, (3.13) -

[(ll– Q,: 1+ b. nm.V.T
( )

– l–a,+kr. nm. V.T
C=–(z.–zm)+ <=–(zr–zm)- (9 7A)

= #1 - a.) [--y. + (b - l)Tm] ,_G;l O%

with all variables continuous across the melting surface. Here, the operator VT is the nondi-

mensional gradient operator in the moving coordinate system and is given by Vr = (c9/t%rl –

{i3xT/&,}a/a<, a/ax, - {ax./ax,}a/8~, a/ao ,

The above system of equations is similar to the unconfined stability problem considered previ-

ously [9], but owing to the overpressure associated with the confined geometry in the present work,

there appear additional terms in Eq, (3.8) associated with a spatially varying pressure field in the

solid/gas region, and Darcy’s law in Eqs. (3.11) appears in place of the constant-pressure assump-

tion that was used in the treatment of the confined case. An analysis of the completely quasi-steady

problem was presented in an earIier study [12], resulting in an expression for the burning-rate eigen-

value A and an expression for the burned temperature Tb that contains an explicit dependence on .

overpressure according to

T,= (1 - ~s)(Q+ 1 +’ys) +fb [1+X(P;- 1)]
b[l+ck’.(?-l)]

(3.15) “
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It is observed for future reference that Tb is an increasing function of the overpressure p: – 1 that
c

stems from the preheating (superadiabatic) effect of pressur~driven permeation of hot gases into

the unburned material.
. To further simplify the stated problem, we assume that the gas phase is completely quasi-

steady with respect to the instantaneous reaction-front position ~ = O. As a consequence, all time

derivatives of gas-phase variables maybe neglected in the preceding formu~ation. The formal justi-

fication of such an assumption, which is common in studies of propellant deflagration, is facilitated

by introducing additional (short) temporal and spatial scales, associated with the gaseous phase,

in the limit of small gas-to-solid density ratio ?. This implies a larger characteristic velocity of the

gaseous phase relative to condensed-phase velocities and implies that the gas phase responds on a

faster time scale than that associated with condensed-phase processes (cf. [9,17,18]). Although cer-

tain gas-phase dynamics are thus filtered out of the problem (cf. [19,20]), this approximation does

facilitate the study of condensed-phase dynamics while still allowing for an appropriate coupling

wit h gas-phsse quantities.

As in previous analyses, we again consider the limit of large activation energy, in which all

chemical activity is confined to a thin reaction zone at { = O. Solutions in this inner region thus

. match with those in the outer multiphase preheat region ~ < 0 and the outer burned gaseous

region ~ >0. In the outer regions, the gas-phase volume fraction and a partial solution for the gas

. velocity are given by

{

cl., (<0~= 1, (>0, (3.16)

{

–(T/pg – l)~X./&, ( < –(z. –Zm)
Ug = –(T/p: – l)thT/&, O<(<–(z, –zm) (3.17)

(T/p:)g($l, x2, t) + ~xT/~t, c >0,

where the latter was obtained from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) using Eq. (3.16) and the aforementioned

quasi-steady approximation for the gas phase, and the function g is a ~-independent “constant” of

integration. The outer equations for temperature and pressure then become, from Eqs. (3.8) and

(3.9),

(3.18)
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where the use of the first of Eqs. (3.17) in conjunction with Darcy)s law in Eqs.

the ad~~tional relation

~=++:y(~)-’], ,<-(.,-.m,.

Here, the Laplacian operator V?

where

G.

in the (ZI, 22, ~) coordinate system is given by

-28’
. 82 z ax. 82

(

azx. 82X..— .—— —— —
8X1 axla< 8X2 8X28< ax; + ax; )

(3.11) provides

(3.21)

o
@ [3.22)

(3.23)

These solutions are subject to the boundary and interface conditions (3.11) - (3.14) on tem-

perature and pressure, but they are not sufficient for the complete determination of the outer

solution. Additional jump and continuity conditions across the thin reaction zone are required, as

well as an expression for g(zl, %2,t) in the last of Eqs. (3.17). By integrating Eq. (3.9) across the

thin reaction region and using the results given by Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), one may obtain two

additional continuity/jump relations as

(3.24)
.

and

The additional required conditions are then obtained from an analysis of the reaction region and a

matching of the solutions obtained therein with the outer solutions. In this context, we assume an

expansion of the outer solutions in the form T w T(o) + N–lT(lI + N–22!’(2) + . . . . and similarly

for the function g, that are to be matched with corresponding expansions in the reaction zone.

4. Reaction-Zone Solutions

.
Spatial variations in the reaction zone occur on a short length scale relative to that associated

with the outer regions. Hence, the stretched normal coordinate q is introduced as
..

@=t%=0(x3–xr), L=(l– T;l)N, (4.1)
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where ~ is the Zel’dovich number. We aIso introduce the normalized

? (T – 1)/(T~ – 1) and seek solutions to the inner problem in the form

a~ao+p–lcll+p-zaz+.. . ,
.

ugwo+p-=ul i-p–%2 +.. “ ,

e~l+p-lel +9-262 +... ,

A~p(Ao+p-lA~ +p-2A2 +...),

temperature variable @ =

(4.2)

where, since pg = p: in the liquid/gas region, no such expansion for the pressure pg is required.

Equation (3.6) at leading order in the inner variables is consequently given by

(4.3)

which, when integrated and matched with the outer solution (3. 17), determines U. and the leading-

order coefficient g(o) as

.

~b(@J – ~~)
U. =

[
-]-(;+, ,44,(+-.)f$-(l-r) ~t

p:+ao

g(o) (q, $2, q =
[ 1

~ (T-r) ~-(1-r)% -~.

The remaining part of the leading-order problem is determined from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) as

[ 1
ho

T!#+(l -r)% ~= —rAo(l —ao) eel , (4.5)

subject to the matching conditions

Qo +-1, cl-(w) I<=0+ as$++co, (4.7)

(4.8)

where the normalized outer temperature coefficients are defined as El(i) = (T(i) – 1)/(T~ – 1). We

observe that since, according to Eq. (4.1), the spatial variations in the normal direction are large

compared to -variations with respect to the transverse directions and with respect to time, the

reaction-zone problem is, to leading order, always quasi-steady and quasi-planar.

Analysis of Eqs. (4.5) – (4.8) is essentially unchanged from that in the confined problem

[9,12], since P9, though greater than p;, remains constant in the liquid/gas region. Repeating this
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analysis for the present problem, we find the additional jump conditions across the reaction region

to be given, in terms of the original outer variable 2!’, by

+(l-r)%=

i+(*)2+H21’’2exp(-:”Tb~~’:=0) )
and

(4.9)

(4.10)

where the outer expansions have been truncated so as to produce a closed set of conditions (cf.

[9]).

5. Summary of the Asymptotic Model and its Basic Solution

The analysis presented in the previous sections thus reduces the thin reaction region to a

reaction sheet described by a set of jump and continuity conditions, eliminating the need for

further consideration of its structure. After collecting these results, the asymptotic model, valid in

the limit of large activation energy, for the outer solution is given by

subject to the boundary and jump conditions

.

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4) “
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v ( (9Zm i?xm ) {[–—–—,1 .
8X1 ‘ 8X2

1+ Ct.(t- 1)]vrTlc=_(zr_mm)+.- [1+4-u] wlc=-(zr_.m].}

= –*(1 – a.) [–7. + (b – I)Tm] ,

(5.5)

~l~=o- – <=0–q +> (5.6)

where the operator VT was given below Eq. (3.14), and expressions for V: = Vr . Vr and Gr were

given by Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23), respectively. We observe that the jump condition (5.7) across

the reaction zone as well as the propagation law (5.3) are both sensitive to local temperature

perturbations, the exponential form of which is induced by the Arrhenius nature of the reaction

rate in the limit of large, but finite, activation energy.

Equations (5.1) - (5.7) constitute a sufficiently closed boundary-value problem for T, p~, z,

and x~, where a scalar equation for pg is obtained from a combination of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)*
in the region ~ < —(ZT —zm), and the remaining quantities of interest, namely as and ug, were

given by Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17). This may be solved subject to appropriate initial conditions,

but in the present work we are concerned only with a basic long-time solution and its stability.

Consequently, we first describe the basic solution corresponding to a (quasi-) steadily propagating,

planar deflagration. Denoting this solution with a zero superscript, it is given in part by

To(c) =

with

# = –t ()1(1 – ct.) +ia,In Tb – ~
) z:= z&+

/)(1– a,) +$$(2. Ti n-B ‘

. Expressions

b[l+a,(i– 1)]

B = (1 - %)(1+ 7’s) +?k’s [1 + X(P: - 1)]—
/)(1– a.) + k!.

for the basic temperature and pressure in the solid/gas

(5.8)

(5.9)

(>0,

(5.10)

region ~ < –(r: – z%)

are determined from the steady, planar version of Eqs. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2). The latter gives To in

. terms of p: as

dp:
To =P; – ‘pO—

a~gd[’
( < –(z: – X&), (5.lla)
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and a scalar equation for p: is then obtained by substituting this result into Eq. (5.1) and inte-

grating once to give

[kw-’l=(’-as+ias)+ [t’:~)l+l’asx(p()o-’)o
(1– cl.+ %!.) p

(5.llb)

Finally, from Eq. (3.17)

terms of To and p: by

( To/p; – 1,

and the last of Eqs. (4.4), the solution for the gas velocity u: is given in

( < –(x:–z:)

(u: = To/p; – 1, O<(<–(z:–z-&) (5.12)
?-’ [(1 - ?)(1 - a,)+ (T,/p: - 1)(1 -a. + Q@], <>0.

Although an analytical solution of Eq. (5.1 lb) for p: is not apparent, an approximate so-

lution can be obtained by exploiting the realistic smallness of several parameters. In particular,

the permeability K may reasonably assumed to be O(e), where ~–1 << e << 1 will be formally

introduced in Section 7. The details of this construction are outlined in Appendix A and will

be introduced as needed in the stability analysis that follows. The essential result, however, is

that the pressure profile in the solid/gas region has a boundary-layer structure that induces a

corresponding boundary-layer structure in the linear stability problem. That is, for 0(1) values
.

of the overpressure p: – 1, there is a relatively thin gas-permeation layer adjacent to the melting

surface ~ = —(z: —z%) where p: varies from p: at this surface to near-unity values as the appro- .,

priate boundary-layer coordinate becomes large and negative. Inner and outer solutions are thus

constructed in a standard fashion, which can then be matched to form a valid composite solution

for the solid/gas region. Consequently, there are now four regions to consider: the burned region

[ >0, the liquid/gas preheat zone –(z: – z%) < ~ <0, the thin gas-permeation layer within the

solid/gas region, and the outer solid/gas preheat zone << —(z: —x%). The basic solution given

by Eqs. (5.8) – (5.12), obtained from the aforementioned asymptotic construction in the solid/gas

region, is illustrated in Figure lb.

The important features of this basic solution were discussed previously [12]. In particular,

we note for future reference that the burned temperature increases with increased overpressure

according to Eq. (3.15), which also results in a significant increase in the burning rate. The increase

in Tb arises from the pressure-driven permeation of the hot gases into the unburned material, and

the resulting significant increase in the burning rate that arises from this convective preheating is

associated with the onset of a well-known and much-discussed mode of burning in which convection

plays an important role (cf. [6,12]). It will be shown later that the value of the burned temperature -

is also a significant factor in determining the stability of the basic solution and the corresponding

neutral stability boundaries. Although the stability analysis described below is in the spirit of -

previous analyses of the unconfined problem [8,9], the presence of confinement and the consequent
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adoption of Darcy’s law in the solid/gas region give rise to the presence of the gas-permeation layer
. described above that was not present in the unconfined problem. Thus, in order to handle this

additional complication, it is necessary to introduce a formal expansion of the stability problem
. (and the basic solution) in the small parameter e associated with the thickness of this layer. In

contrast, such a formal expansion was not needed in the previous unconfined studies, and the

simplifications arising from the assumed smallness of certain parameters were introduced after first

deriving the dispersion relation describing the growth or decay of perturbations about the basic

solution. The present work thus is specifically focused on determining the effects of confinement,

in conjunction with those associated with porosity and two-phase flow, on the analysis of stability

of the basic solution.

6. The Linear Stability Problem

The linear stability analysis initially follows the pattern described in previous studies [8,9].

First, we introduce the perturbation variables

where p, ~, q$. and ~~ denote perturbations in pressure, temperature and the location of the

. reaction and melting surfaces, respectively. Substituting the above definitions into the system of

equations (5. 1) – (5.7) and linearizing the equations with respect to the perturbation variables, a

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)



subject to

7-+oas (+&Q, p-+oas (-+-m, (6.7) 8

= –%(1 – a.) [–-y. + (b – lycm] ,

d<=o+
‘(”’’T%) ,=O_>

(6.9)

(6.10)

pJ

w ~=o+
- p+d-o] (~+d.$)

~=o- (6.11)

[
= -;(1 -a.) & ‘@-’)@+s)lTl~=o+

Steady, planar burning. clearly corresponds to the trivial solution ~~ = @r = r = p = O, and

nontrivial solutions to the linear stability problem are sought in the general harmonic form

{!l=e’(w’*k’x1*k(6.12) “

where the solution has been normalized by setting the coefficient of @r equal to unity. Substituting

Eq. (6.12) into the linear stability problem (6.1) – (6.11), the coefficients a(~), v(~), cm and iw

are governed by

(1 - CK.)iwa+ [1-+%(?8-1)]$ = p+d+] ($-q
dv dTO dp;

(6.13)

+ i%~a.— + AZ.iw- –
d< d~

~?&iw-
d~ ‘

(<–(x:–z:),

(6.14)

I
. do dTO

rb(l — Q!5)iW0 + b + as(ib — b)] — — b(l —T)(I —Ci!5)iLJCm—
d< d[

= p+%(’w] ($-A) +ksiw~> -(~:-%z) <(<0> ‘6’15) “

(6.16)
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subject to

( -)dp:=
‘+cmd<

(=–(+-%)+

(6.17)

(6.18)

= o,
(=.-(+–z~)-

(6.19)

p+%w] (;+.m~) - [1+%3(W]($+c.~)
<=–(%?–~%)+ (=–(w-%J-

= –iw~(l – a.) [Jy$ + (b – I)T.] ,
(6.20)

&7

d(

()
dTo

ml (=0+ =
‘+~ <=0- ‘

;=O+
- p+%(q (~+~)

. <=o-

[
= -;(l- a,) & +@-0(2+#J]4<=o+, ‘

.

(6.21)

(6.22),

where k2 = kf + k;.

It is readily seen that these equations, though linear, have some non-constant coefficients.
in the solid-gas region [cf. Eq. (6.14)] that preclude a direct analytical solution. Indeed, these

coefficients, which depend on p$, are themselves known only approximately as discussed in Section

5. However, by considering the same reasonable parameter regime that allowed the construction

of p; (Appendix A), approximate analytical solutions in the form of perturbation expansions may

be constructed for Eqs. (6.13) – (6.22) as well. In particular, the dispersion relation itself may be

determined as a perturbation expansion, yielding a leading-order neutral stability boundary and a

sequence of higher-order corrections. The latter reflect the presence of confinement and asociated

two-phase-flow processes and hence determine their effect on the stability of the basic solution.

7. Asymptotic Expansion of the Linear Stability Problem

We continue our analysis by employing a bookkeeping parameter c N 0(?) <<1 and considering

a realistic parameter regime in which $, ~, K and ~~ are all O(t). The reasonable assumption of

weak permeability is actually a generalization of that introduced in the previous analysis [12] of.
the basic solution’, where it was assumed that a. N O(e) and K N C& w 0(e2). However, since

it is the smallness of the ratio K/a~ that results in the simplified boundary-layer structure in the
.

solid/gas region, we may allow the porosity of the solid to be ()[1) and its permeability to be ()(~)

and still preserve the thin gss-permeation layer in the unburned solid/gas region. The remaining
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scalings, which were also introduced in the analysis of the unconfined problem [8,9] are not critical,

but do serve to simplifi the analysis of the dispersion relation. For convenience and consistency,

further consideration of the problem is thus formally restricted to this parameter regime.

Having introduced a small parameter e into the linear stability problem, we seek an approx-

imate solution by expanding all quantities, including the basic solution, in appropriate powers of

e, both in the inner gas-permeation region and in the outer preheat regions exterior to this thin

layer. Appropriate matching conditions for this singular perturbation problem are then applied to

completely determine the solutions and the dispersion relation. Therefore, we introduce the scaled

parameters ?*, ?, K* and y: as

and seek a solution to the complex growth rate iw in the expanded form

Consequently, all

cording to

Zu=ildo +iwle+iwzez+. --- (7.lb)

c-dependent quantities, including the basic solution, may be expanded in c ac-

Tb N Tj+T$)e +T;2)e2 +-.., @W,l?o+~1c+~2e2+”.., (7.lC) .

(&%J * (~; – Wo+(z: – %)le+(z: – 2’-%)262+” . . . cm = Cg)+c$)e+c:)ez+. .0, (7.M)

TO~To+Tle +T2e2 +..,, p:–l Nqo+qle+q2c2 +”.’, (7.le) -

o-w #X +J1)C+O(2)C2+. . . , ~ - J-l)e-l + Jo) +v(l)E+ . . . . (7.lf)

where the expansions (7. le,f ) in the solid/gas region are the outer expansions valid outside the

thin gas-permeation layer adjacent to the melting surface, as opposed to the inner expansions that

will be introduced shortly. Also, since conditions at the solid/Iiquid interface will generally be

expanded about the leading-order approximation for ~ = —(x: —x:), we find it useful to introduce

the notation (z: – &Ji to denote the quantity (Z;)i – (O%)t, where (~;)Ji are the coefficients of

the O (ei) terms in the e-expansion of z~,m. Finally, in the expansion of T$, we take the overall

heat release with respect to the solid Q. = Q + ~~ to be a fixed parameter.

For O(1) overpressures p; – 1 and O(e) permeabilities, the solid/gas region has a boundary-

layer structure as described in Appendix A for the basic solution. To describe the solution in this

region, which is of O(e) in width relative to the outer portion of the solid/gas region, we introduce

a stretched coordinate rj defined as

o= .-I [c+ (z: -~%)] 7 (7.2) ‘

and seek solutions in this region as .

(Z)ez + . . . . ~ w ~}l-l)e–l + V[:) + Z/;;)e + . ““ ,‘0) + #~ + ~b~u W ~b~ (7.3)
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with the basic solution expanded in this layer as well according to
>

p:–1- po+ple+p262 +”-” , (7.4)TO~?li+ T-lc+ &2+”””.

.
We observe that the perturbation pressure and temperature in Eqs. (7.3) are not of the same order

of magnitude (with respect to e), which follows from the fact (see below) that only the pressure

varies significantly in the boundary layer.

8. Leading-Order Analysis and Dispersion

Substituting the above expansions into the stability problem

Relation

(6.13) - (6.22), we obtain a

sequence of problems for the recursive determination of the coefficients in Eqs. (7.lb,d–f) and (7.3),

where the ultimate goal is the determination of the set of dispersion relations iwo(k), iwl (k),.. . . We

can now proceed to solve this sequence of perturbation problems in each of the solid/gas, liquid/gas

and burned-gas regions. However, as indicated in the previous section, there is a boundary layer

adjacent to the melting surface in the first of these. Hence, the problem in the solid/gas region

will consist of both inner (boundary-layer) and outer (external) subproblems.

In the outer zone of the solid/gas region, the leading-order version of Eq. (6. 13) gives

do(o)

(d2a(o)
(l-a. )iwoa(o)+(l-a.)T= (1-a.) ~ -

)

d~(-l)
. kzo(o) +?$*&@!,—

d< ‘
( < –(2$ –Z:)o,

(8.1)

where the leading-order version of Eq. (6.14) determines V(–1) as

2/(-1)=0, ( < –(z; –m~)o,

Consequently, Eq. (8.1) may be solved to obtain the solution for a(o) in this region as

where ~~) = $ [1+ ~1 + 4(iw. + kz)].

At the next order in e, Eq. (6.13) gives, after some simplification,

da(l) dza(l) dza(o)i(’dow+ZL+CJO)+ ~ – —d<2
+ ~2a(l) _ ~s~

l–cl. (
d<2

A
?*ba~

(

dv(o) dTo dqo
, +— — —–

l–as x d< + ‘Wo d~ )‘wox~ ‘

– kza(o) )
( < –(z: –Z:)o,

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

where q. is the leading-order coefficient in the expansion (7. le) of the basic solution for the over-.
pressure in the outer portion of the solid/gas region,andwenote from Eqs. (5.11) at leading order

that dpO/d~ = dTo /df. The Ieading-order basic solution, which is briefly derived in Appendix A,
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is given by To = (1 + qo) = 1 + (Tm — 1) e~+tZ@~lO. Using the next-order version of Eq. (6.14)

to determine that v(o) = o(o) and substituting the results obtained thus far into Eq. (8.4), we find

that the solution for 0(1) is determined as

~(l) = ~leq:)< _ ~1 e~:)c + Lz

@ – 1(
e<, ~<

iwo + W

where L1 and L2 are given by

L1 =
{[ * F(iuo + Q$)) + $“~(x - Qgf)] -

L2 = –~ 7*;(X – l)iLdo(Tm _ 1) #+(4-#?Jo

s

-(z: – 2$)0, (8.5a)

iw~
}

c1 > (8.5b)

(8.5c)

We now consider the boundary-layer solution in the solid/gas region adjacent to the melting

surface, which is needed to connect the outer solutions given above with those in the liquid/gas

region. From Eq. (6.13), the leading-order equation for the temperature perturbation is obtained

as

(8.6)

where ~bl is the Ieading-order temperature-perturbat ion variable in the boundary layer. The solu-

tion to Eq. (8.6) that matches with the outer solution (8.3) as ij + –m is a constant value .

(0) = ~lery(d%)o
‘bl > (8.7)

reflecting the fact that, to a first approximation, the gas-permeation layer is a boundary layer with

respect to pressure, and not temperature.

The next-order equation for the boundary-layer temperature perturbation is obtained from

Eq. (6.13) and Eq. (8.7) as
dzo;) _ - (-1)?*basx d~bl— _—

dfiz l–a, dij ‘
(8.8)

which indicates the first coupling of the temperature- and pressure-perturbation variables. To

‘-1), which is obtained from the leading-ordersolve Eq. (8.8) for a~~) we need the expression for v~l

version of Eq. (6.14) and the last of Eqs. (6.19) in the boundary layer as

dv(-l)

~(~o+l)~+~$v[;l)=o’ (8.9) ,,

subject to

( )(–1) + COJ)4$ =0.‘bl
fid)

(8.10) ‘
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Here, p. is the leading-order overpressure in the expansions (7.4) of the basic solution in the
h

boundary layer, and pb = p; – 1 is its value at the melting surface ij = 0. This is given implicitly

(see Appendix A) by
. (po– Trn+l )%~=po–pb+Tmln pb_Tm+l ‘

K*
(8.11)

With these results, p. can be employed as the independent variable in Eq. (8.9) to give

(8.13)

Having thus obtained an expression for v~l‘– 1) in terms of p., we can solve Eq. (8.8) to obtain the

solution for a~~) as

+*bxas (0)(l)= A1fi+A2+1_a
‘bt cm PO ?

s
(8.14)

where Al and A2 are constants of integration that are obtained from a (2,2) matching (cf. [21])

with the outer solution in the solid/gas region. Using Eqs. (8.3), (8.5), (8.7) and (8.14), the result

of this procedure is that a[~) is given by

(8.15)

with _L1given by Eq. (8.5b).

Continuing our perturbation analysis with a consideration of the liquid/gas region, we find

that the leading-order approximation of Eq. (6. 15) yields

–-r(?’u0+k2)o(0)+:(1-”f?2w0c~)=o‘(’’-zi)o<o<o
dza(o) b da(’)

d~2

(8.16)

This has the solution

~(o) = ~2edJk + c3egp( + (b/1)(1 – ?’)(bTm – @IJo# ~(b/l)(c+(z:-zQ. , –(z: – Z&). <<<0,

iworb + lk2
(8.17)

&

‘0) – b/1 + [(b/1)2 + 4(iworb/1 + k2)] 1’2 }. Finally, in the burned region ( > 0, thewhere 2q~ -{
leading-order version of Eq. (6.16) gives

da(o)
6(1– c?.)—

d<
=0, (>0, (8.18)
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from which we obtain

#=c4, (>0. (8.19)

The determination of the constants of integration in the solutions obtained thus far, as well

as the leading-order growth rate zwo, follows from the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (6.18) –

(6.22). We observe that since the boundary layer in the solid/gas region is adjacent to the melting

surface, the jump conditions across the melting surface are with respect to the solutions obtained

in that layer, so that in Eq. (6.20) for example,

with ~hl and ?0 given by their respective boundary-layer expansions. Also, for algebraic sim-

plicity in analyzing the resulting dispersion relations, we now restrict further consideration to a

represent ative case in which differences in the physical properties of the solid and liquid phases

are neglected. In particular, we consider, as in [8,9], the case in which r = b = 1 = 1 so that,

for example, ~+ = q+. We note that O(e) deviations in these equalities, which will not affect

the leading-order dispersion relation, can easily be incorporated into the present analysis to give

tractable corrections at the next order (Section 9).

Thus, to obtain the leading-order dispersion relation with respect to e, we apply the corre-

sponding leading-order jump conditions (6. 18) – (6.22) across the melting surface and reaction
.

sheet. Using the fact [see Eqs. (9.1) below] that d?l /dijlfi=o = (T~ – 1) and d2?z/dij2 14=0 =

Tm – 1 – a, (1 – CY$)-%*6x(~./f%*)(~b– Tm + l)/(~b+ 1), which are needed in the evaluation of

Eqs, (6.19) and (6.20) on the boundary-layer side of the solid/liquid interface, we obtain

(8.20)

where, 61 is not needed since only da~~)/dfi I~=o is required in the present leading-order calculation.

Here, from Eq. (5.8),

()

T;–1
(~~–%~)~=h Tm_~ ‘ (8.21)

(8.22) .

where the leading-order expression for the burned temperature is obtained horn Eq. (3.15) as
,.

T;=Qo+l

--7 (8.23)
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Finally, applying Eq. (6.22) at leading order gives
,

(

A

q~c, + (T8 - 1) = @oQ”+‘1-b)T~
2(2-: – 1) )

+1 –-6 C4,
*

(8.24)

which, from the above expressions for C3, C4and q!) (with b = 1 = 1), becomes

(22(.4)+ O“)(1 - q:) +iQJ”(/3, - 2$= o. (8.25)

Equation (8.25) is identical to that obtained in the absence of confinement [8,9], indicating

that, in the parameter regime (7.la), the effects of confinement are not felt at leading order. The

neutral stability boundary, obtained by setting the real part of the complex growth rate Zwo to

zero, determines the (pulsating) neutral stability boundary as the positive root of the quadratic

(6+ 2k2)@ + 2 [k’ - (1+ 2t)(& + 2k’)] p“ - 4(&+ 2k2) [i(l - i) + k’] = 0, (8.26)

where the corresponding leading-order frequency tio(k) of the neutral disturbance is

(8.27)

This is a manifestation of a well known oscillatory condensed-phase instability [cf. 17,19,20] and is
.

discussed in more detail below. The neutral stability boundary appears as the solid curve in Figures

2a–f. As in the case of the unconfined problem [8,9], effects arising from porosity and two-phase

flow, as well as those associated with confinement, appear at the next order in the analysis. It is

thus necessary to continue with the above analysis in order to calculate the correction coefficient

iwl. Setting the real part of iwl to zero will then determine the corresponding modifications to

the neutral stability boundary associated with pressure-driven gas permeation into the unburned

porous solid.

9. Correction to the Leading-Order Dispersion Relation

Before continuing with the analysis, we observe that consideration of higher-order problems for

the perturbation coefficients in Eqs. (7.lf ) and (7.3) necessarily involve higher-order solutions for

the basic solution as well. In the region ~ >0, these coefficients are obtained by simply expanding

the basic solution (5.9), but in the region ~ < 0, and particularly in the boundary-layer portion
●

of this region, solutions must be obtained formally by solving the sequence of problems obtained

from substituting the expansions and scalings directly into Eqs. (5.11) and the associated boundary.
conditions. This analysis is described in Appendix A, where, for example, the expressions for the

boundary-layer overpressure coefficients p. and pl are given in Eqs. (A.5) and (A.8). Fortunately,
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some of the higher-order temperature coefficients are only required as

the melting surface fi = O. From Eqs. (5.1 la, b), these quantities can

calculating the functions themselves, as

d?. d2fo o dfl
?o=Tm, —=—=

d2?l
d? dfjz ‘ -@ _o=(Tm -l), ~ =

G– . +=0

d?2
– ~ [?*t(Tm – 1 – xp~) – (z-m – l)P] ,

~ ~=o–l–a.

d2f2
-@- ~=o =

d2i’3
=

dij2 fi=o

cl;
(Tm – 1)– /f*(l – w?)~*~XPtJ– Tm + 1

Pb+l ‘

derivatives evaluated at

be determined, without

o,

(9.1)

[
* 2(Tm – 1)(?*;– P) +?*6X

(

a’: ~ Pb –Tm+l

K*(1 – a. )1‘Pb >
s Pb+l

,.
where the Tz are the coefficients in the boundary-layer expansion (7.4) of the basic temperature

To.

To obtain the O(c) dispersion relation iwl (k) it is necessary to consider the equations and

boundary conditions at a higher order in all regions and across all interfaces. First, from the

jump conditions (6,19) and (6.20) at the melting surface, it is clear that the solution for 0(21(~)

is required in the form of an expression for da$) /dfj I~=o. This entails solving Eq. (6.13) in both

the outer and boundary-layer portions of the solid/gas region. In the outer region, we thus collect

terms of 0(e2) to obtain an equation for a(2)(~), which involves the coefficient v(l). The latter,
.

specifically dv(l )/d~, is determined from the O (.s) terms in Eq. (6.14), which is shown in Appendix

B to give rise to the result

where the constant coefficients Ni are given in Appendix B. The equation for the temperature

perturbation coefficient 0(2J is then obtained as

da(z) dza(z)
+ (iwo + k2)a(2) – —

[

~*6d#)(1) a’ —

(
~zg(l)

dza(l)

d~ ds2 = ‘tw~n l–c!, d[
+? –— d~z

)
f“;x~~ dv@}

[ (
-iq.(”)+ ~_a ~+~ i.o~+iwl~- —dql dqo

s s )1x ‘Wod< ‘iwl~ ‘

(9.3)

where the qi are coefficients in the expansion (7. le) of the basic solution for overpressure in the

region ( < – (z: —x%). Using the result (9.2) the solution for 0(2) is given by .

~(2) = ~leq$’)( +Slce +‘(0)< + f$’2c2eqY)<+ f%e< + S4ceC + $%e2c+&e [&+q~ , ( < -(z: - &)rJ ~

(9.4) “

where the constant coefficients Si also are given in Appendix B.
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To solve the corresponding equation for U(2Jin the boundary layer, we collect terms in Eq.

‘0) From the boundary-layer version of
.

(6.13) that are O(1) there, which involve the coefficient v~t .

Eq. (6.14) and the last of Eqs. (6.19), the problem for V[) is given by

(& + Jg) 42 +~.) 4?!
dij )dij =

o,

f/=o
(9.6)

where PI is given as a function of PO by Eq. (A.8). The resulting solution for V$) (po) is then given

by

(0) = _ Se(o) ‘m
‘bl

K * m (p. + 1)2 P1(PO)

(_po–Tm+l ){( Ti n-l
iwo —~g)

po+l po– Tm+l )[
po–ph+Tmln

(:32)1+’$)%}
(9.7)

With this result, the equation for a$), which is given by

can be solved subject to a matching with the outer solution (Appendix B). The resulting solution

can then be differentiated and evaluated to provide the required result

+ C#(Tm – 1)[1– q~(z: – Z:)o]

2q: – 1 {[ }
* P(iwo + q:) + F*&(” – l)q~] – iwl ,

s
(9.9)

where c.$) and the integration constant & are to be determined.

We now proceed to consider the next-order temperature-perturbation equations in the liq-

uid/gas and burned-gas regions. Fkom Eqs. (6.15) and (6.16) with r = b = 1 = 1, we obtain at
. O(e) the equations for a(l) as
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Consequently, the temperature perturbation a(l) is expressed as

and

(9.13)

where &fl and lUf2are given by

and the integration constants 2i are to be determined.

Given these results, c& and the& are determined from the jump conditions (6.18) – (6.21) at

the appropriate order with respect to e. We thus obtain

{[
-(Tm -1)

(z: – I&)oc$%w
81 =

2q: – 1 1 }
+c:)–(Tm – l)c#q~(z~ – ~~)1 ,#$(’:-%t)o

OJ.9

{

(2$!– z~)ocm Tm~“)( -1)

‘l–a, 2q: – 1
[P(iwo + q:) + ?-*8(X - l)q~]

+ (Tm – 1)~’$(x – l)zw~; ~2 – T*iC#)x(~b – Tm + 1)

- C(o) [~*~(Tm - I - Xpb) - (Tm - l)F] }e~$(”~-’~lo ,m

(9.15a)

.

*

*

.

*
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– J# (Tm – 1)Zq;–10 ?*6X + c#(Tm – l)q: [?”6(1– x) – P]

+?*;X[(e$y+iw)(l – T;l - pb) + c:)(~nt- q]} “:(-/:;)O,
(9.15C)

(9.15d)

[

2(7$ – 1) . (Tm – 1)(Z: – ~$)1 – % ‘(z; -z~)o ‘-9:(&-%Jo
c:) = —

~i(~m -1) 2~@l + (Tm -1) 1

[
2(T: (0) (& – %Jo– 1) ‘–9:(&-%Jo – cm. + iq

po(~??l – 1) 2q: – 1 1

+ 42) (~m - l~q: - !2:)
[
q: + ‘Ml – (q!!+ iwo)e(q:–~!)(~;–~i)o1

+ c:) o 0 (q!!-9:) (&!-%Jo – (2q’$ – q!!)]
‘1 o (z; – 4J1 [q+e

q+ – q–

-—q::qg{~f~, [(q:(x-l)+q:)-xq~e(q’-q’)(z’-”%)o]
ct!~

l–cl,

[

“ Pb – ‘m. + 1 ‘(’~–~~)(&-~%)O
+ Cg)q: ?’$(1 – x) – P – f“~x Tm_ ~ 1

[

~m(l ‘~b) – 1
+ ?*;X(Cg)+ icdo) - Cy ‘$

Tm(Tm – 1) 2q: – 1][
1 _ e(9: –4JG%-%JO

1

+ JO)(d – !t)(~; – z~)()
2q: – 1 [

P*iq; – P (iwo + q:) 1

.
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where (z: – z%) ~ is determined by the expansion of Eq. (5.8) as

Finally, application of Eq. (6.22) at O(c) and use of the above expressions for tl, :2, 23,
(1)24 and % gives an equation for the O(e) growth-rate coefficient iwl. Thus, an equation for the

O(C) dispersion relation iwi (k), which will determine the first-order correction e~l to the neutral

stability boundary when the real part of iwl is set equal to zero, is given by

[
+f?o(fi–?”0 1+9!! +q!h (231

.* T:–l– XPb

[ (

1 – 6 2Qo~o
+iwor

T~–1 % – ~ ~ +~o(TP + 1) +2(TP – 1)
)1

where /?o and W. were given by Eqs. (8.26) and (8.27), respectively.

>

(9.18)

10. Analysis of the Dispersion Relation

The dispersion relation given by Eq. (9.18) reflects the effects of non-zero porosity as well

as the effects of confinement. A corresponding result was derived previously for the unconfined

problem [9], and in fact the left-hand side of Eq. (9.18) above for iwl is identicaJ to the left-hand

side of Eq. (94) in that work. The right-hand sides differ, however, reflecting not only the effects of
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confinement (as indicated by the presence of the burned pressure ~b in various terms), but also the

result of replacing the constant-pressure condition of the previous study with a Darcy formulation

in the solid/gas region, and treating the case of weak permeability. Although the effects of the

latter are not expected to be large in the limit of small overpressures p~ e 1, it is worth noting that

there remain some differences between the two models even in that limit, since a constant pressure

is only. recovered from Darcy’s law in the limit of large permeability. Thus, even in the limit of zero

overpressures, the present model provides for a nontrivial pressure field in the solid/gas region.

To obtain the neutral stability correction, we set 7L{iwl J = O and equate real and imaginary

parts of Eq. (9. 18) separately to zero. A coupled system of linear equations for @l and WI is thus

obtained as
as

al,lwl + al,zfll = —cl)l + ‘Y;C1,2>
l–a,

as (10.1)
az,lwl + az,@l = —C2,1 + 7;C2,2 )

l–a.

where
2woqT– poq~ tioq~

al,l = qi + a1,2 = .—
q;+q; ‘ @o ‘

2UO% + Poq.a.2,1=~O+l-26-qr–
(

,.

Cf + q: )‘ ‘2’2=2 “-1+2b ‘

(10.2)

(10.3)

~1, =A1@(l _qr) +A1e-qrlllT
, 2

[Po Cos(qilny) + Zuosin(qi.In T)]

( ){

% – 1 LJ#(l– q~) + WO~2~~(l+q.)ln~
+ ~A4~o(Tj – l)e–q”ln~ cos ~ lnT

T;–l” w; + I@

[(+ A6 1+%-–2%;
)

_ %(1 +%-) + %(% + 2~o/P)

Po q: + q; +2A3Y]C’’S(W

[( )
+ Afj qi+2~(l+qr) +

p.] - (W}
qi – 2(wo/@o)[q~(l + q~) + q?] + ~A3T~ Sln

do q? + q:

+ ~A4/?o(T~ – l)e-qr]n~ sin
( ){

~ln T
Tm – 1 L+k2(l – q,) – W; e~(l+gr)ln~

T;–l” w: -!- /$4

[( )+ A6 qi+2; (l+ f2r) +
O.] (W

qi – 2(w0/pO) [%(1 +%) + d + ~&~~ Cos
q; + q;

[(
– A6 l+q?. -2:qi

)

_ %-(I + G) + %(% + 2wo/Po)
q? + q: +2A3~]WW}

+ A3A4w@J(T:
-1)sin(9T)e’(1-qr)’nT+p [ 1;60(%. – 1) – Woq;

1
+

{[
Po

}
~ A5qr(l + q.) + qi(A5 – 2&wo)] + wo(A5qi + 2qrti) – A2?*woqi

q: + q;
,.

—
2::;;:4) [u+ q~ko + @21 - ;44560 P + (1 - %)(1 + ~~)1 - 2g::1)@o(l - %) ,

(10.4)
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PO(% – 1)
C12 = qrjn: _ ~)

{ % [(~+q,)’ h }

cos(q~ in T) ~_~r in~
+ Wo%[(l + qr)T + 1] – 2w; – –q;] +#Mr) Tin-l

—
{ }

*[u + %)2 - q?] - WO(C’O+ 1- %) + :% [(1 + q.)’r + 1] ‘i$@y e-’”’”~ ,
m

(10.5)

~’, = ~l&q, + ~,e -~~ in~ [2w0 COS(qi h 1’) – PO sin(qiin ~)1
2

( ){
Tm – 1 WJo~2(l– q.) – 4 ~~(l+qr)ln T

+ ~A4~o(T’} – l)e-~”ln~ cos ~ln T
T:–l” w; + /+

[( )
+ 4 qz +Z;(l+q,) +

/3.] (P)

qi – 2(wo/~o)[qT(l + q~) + q;] + 4## ~os qi
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q; + q; +2J@W@}
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+ A3A4WJ@rJ(Tp– 1) Cos
(W “(’:q”)’nr+b [%q’+’ @+@]

s

1
+

q; + q?
{-: (%r~wo + Aw,) + WO [Aqr(l + %) + qi(&i - 2~LJJo)]}

?*&wopo

+ 2(Ld: + k4)
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[qi~o -(1 - q.)~’] - ~Poqi As(1 + ln~) + ~~~1
m 1

[
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c’,’ = Bo;;y:)

{

_ Do
~qz [(1 + qr)T + I] – PoQJo+

}
~ [(1+ %-)2 -f] -%(1 - qr) co$q’~f) .-%lnym

(

+ poT
~ [(1+ q.)’ -q’ Do

}
~1 -1(1 -%) - Wo%[(1 + q.)~ + 1]+ 2w3 ‘i>(qz~lT) .-q.ln~ .

m
(10.7) .

Here, T, qr and qt are defined as

~= T/–l
.

Tin-l’
/1 + 4(iWJ + k’) = q. + iqi , (10.8)
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or, equivalently,

(10.9){:}=%K-==-l+Q’)
* where the principal root has been taken in the definition (10.8), and

[
A1=–A51n Y’+?* xpb

iTf–l+(l–@m_l

1, AZ=
T;–1–~b

(Tm - 1)(T: - 1) T:–1 ‘
(10.10)

A3 = Tm(l –-pb) – 1

Tm ‘

Equation (10.1) is easily

AX
A4. ~ A5=?*&–?,

A6=pb– Tm+l

Tb–l’ Ti n-l “
(10.11)

solved to obtain

(10.12a)

where

/ja= UI,ICZ,l—az,lcl,l
, fry=

al,lcz,z —a’,lcl,z
(10.12b)

al,laz,z —az,lal,z al,laz,z —az,lal,z

We observe from Eqs. (10.12) that the perturbation coefficient ~1 consists of two contributions,

where the first isolates the dependence on the porosity as and the second accounts for all effects

, associated with the heat of melting -y:. The coefficients & and & are independent of these

parameters, but the first of these is inherently coupled with the effects of two-phase flow through

●
parametric dependencies on the gas-to-solid density, thermal-conductivity and heat-capacity ratios

;“, ~ and $, respectively, and the burned overpressure pb. The last of these, which reflects the

effects of confinement and the resulting preheating of the solid through pressure-driven permeation

of the hot gas into the porous solid, is the main parameter of interest here. The other parametric

influences on the location of the neutral stability boundary have been studied in detail in connection

with the unconfined problem [8,9]. We thus focus on illustrating the variation of the stability

boundary with the overpressure pb, noting that all changes associated with confinement are scaled

by the factor a~(l – a~)-l.

Before proceeding to determine a correction to the leading-order stability boundary given

by Eqs. (8.26) and (8.27), it is useful to define an alternative stability parameter first. We

thus define, as in [8,9], a modified Zel’dovich number @o that, unlike the present parameter /3

defined by Eqs. (4.1) and (3.2), is independent of the precise value of Tb, which, according to Eq.

(3.15), varies with a number of other parameters, including the overpressure ~b. In particular,

noting the expansion Tb w T: -1-cT; + . . . introduced in Eq. (7.lc), we calculate from Eq. (3.15)

and the scalings (7. 1a) the expression given in Eq. (8.23) for T~, and the next-order correction

T; = –~”a$ (1 – a$)Tl [T: – (1 + Xpb)]. We now introduce a modified Zel’dovich number based

. only on T; ss

/3°= [l-(T~)-’]NO, No=&= .
E

RoT; RO?UT; ‘
(10.13)
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and thus the relationship between ~ ~ PO+ @l + . . . and @o w /?~ + .+3?+”. . is given by

s b“-%)% ‘10-14)/%=90, /3=h+iL iL=–t*&-

Consequently, the total expression through O(c) for the neutral stability boundary with respect to

the modified parameter ~“ is given by

“Ow”o+{*[’@-’*[””-*)%l+’Y’’+”””s”s(10.15)

From Eq. (10.15), it is seen that the correction to the leading-order neutral stability boundary

@o(k) is composed of three contributions; a term proportional to CY,~a/(l – a.) that reflects the in-

fluence of porosit y and two-phase transport, a term proportional to ~~~y that contains those effects

arising from the endothermicit y or exothermicity associated with melting, and a term proportional

to as~l /(1 – as) that stems from the change in the stability parameter itself as other parameters

that affect the combustion temperature are varied. It can be seen from the appearance of pb in

the expressions for the coefficients in Eqs. (10.1) that the value of the overpressure influences the

stability boundary through &. and ~1, but not through &. Consequently, since the focus here

is on influences associated with confinement, we shaI1neglect heat-of-melting effects, which have

already been discussed in the context of the unconfined problem [8,9], by sefiting ~~ to zero.

Plots of the leading-order stability boundaries ~o(k) and the modified boundaries /3°(k), given

by Eq. (10.15) through O(~), are shown in Figures 2a–f for a representative value of c and various ●

values of the gas-to-solid heat-capacity ratio ~, thermal-conductivity ratio ~ and overpressure pb.

The relatively large shifts in the leading-order boundary Do(k) partly reflect the O(1) change in

the definition of the stability parameter POwith &through its primarily inverse dependence on the

leading-order combustion temperature 7’$, which in turn is inversely proportional to &according

to Eq. (8.23). In other words, the Zel’dovich number roughly scales with 8, so that much of the

shift in the stability boundary with 8 is accounted for by the change in the definition of PO as that

parameter is varied. Nonetheless, it is clear that higher combustion temperatures associated with

lower gas-phase heat capacities give rise to instabilities occurring at smaller Zel’dovich numbers.

The expression for PO(k), given by Eq. (8.26), is independent of pb, and it is thus the modifications

to this boundary for fixed values of &that determine the influences of confinement on the critical

Zel’dovich number ~“ as a function of disturbance wavenumber k.

The most obvious trend regarding the corrections to the leading-order stability boundary in

Figures 2a–f is the stabilizing effect associated with increasing overpressure pb. As this parameter

increases, the initial correction for pb = O, which may be positive or negative, always moves

the modified boundary in the positive direction, thereby enhancing the parameter range in which

steady, planar burning is stable. This trend is primarily attributed to the slowing down and eventual ●

reversal of the gas flow in the direction of the unburned solid, resulting in an increase in burned
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temperature and reduction in the effective Zel’dovich number that accompanies the gas permeation

and preheating of the material. Thus, in Figures 2a–d, which correspond to different values of $, the

initial two-phme-flow effects for the unconfined limit pb = O shift from stabilizing to destabilizing
* A

as the gas-to-solid heat-capacity ratio b increases (and hence T} decreases), but the increasing

convective influence of the reverse gas flow in the gas-permeation layer that accompanies an increase

in the overpressure tends to result in an overall two-phase-flow influence that is always stabilizing

for sufficiently large values of pb. Consistent with this argument, we note that the stabilizing

influence of nonzero overpressures thus tends to be more pronounced for small wavenumbers (large

wavelengths), suggesting that longitudinal perturbations normal to the basic planar solution are

more significantly dampened by this effect than are the transverse (cellular) components of the

disturbance.

The gas-to-solid thermal-conductivity ratio ~, which was held constant in Figures 2a–d, is

decreased in Figures 2e and 2f relative to the values used in Figures 2a and 2c, respectively. By

comparing these two sets of curves for different values of ~ , it is seen that the effect of decreasing

the conductivity ratio is significantly destabilizing. This result is logically attributed to the fact

that reduced gas-phase heat transfer is less able to dampen transverse disturbances and to partic-

ipate, along with convection, in the stabilizing transport of heat into the virgin porous solid. The

combined effects of changes in &and ~ on the corrections to the leading-order boundary may be

●
synthesized by noting, based on the above discussion, that increases in the gas-to-solid diffusivity

ratio (proportional to ~/6) are stabilizing.

Figures 2a–f represent the combined effects of the terms proportional to pa and ~1 in Eq.

(10.15), where, as indicated by Eqs. (10.13) and (10.14), c~l accounts for that portion of the shift

in the stability boundary arising horn the variation of the original Zel’dovich number ~ with the

combustion temperature Tb, which varies with pb = p; – 1 according to Eq. (3.15). It is clear that

the magnitude of the stabilizing or destabilizing effects just described are proportional to Q~/(1–cr,)

and thus become greater as the porosity, which is responsible for two-phase-flow effects, increases.

Whereas the parametric influences on ,& are clear from the last of Eqs. (10.14), the behavior of

the contribution arising from pa is, however, much less explicit. Accordingly, we plot in Figures

3a,b the contribution /31 = cxs@a/(1 – as) (for q$ = O) along with the combined res~t I% + ~1

that accounts for the total correction in Figures 2a–f. It can be seen from Figures 3a and 3b that

the stabilizing effects of nonzero overpressures is mainly attributable to El, since, according to Eq.

(10.14), the contribution from PI, starts out negative and, for a given value of k, only becomes

positive for sufficiently large overpressures given by pb > T$@o (k)/xN”. It is also seen that the

stabilizing influence of fll is weakest at intermediate disturbance wavenumbers. For both large and

small wavenumbers, the stabilizing influences of thermal diffusivity in dampening transverse and.
longitudinal components, respectively, of the perturbation become increasingly significant. Hence,

81(k) typic~ly possesses a minimum at some nonzero value of k. The curves corresponding to
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the sum /31 + ~1 in Figures 3a,b, when multiplied by e, give the difference between the corrected

and leading-order boundaries in Figures 2a and 2c, respectively. Again, the results emphasize that

the effects of nonzero overpressures associated with confinement are stabilizing with respect to the

leading-order (unconfined) stability boundary.

11. Conclusions

The present work has extended previous stability analyses of unconfined deflagrations in porous

energetic materials to include the effects of confinement. Assuming gas-phase quasi-steadiness, con-

finement was effectively modeled by allowing for a nonzero overpressure in the burned-gas region

with respect to the gas in the unburned solid. This overpressure, which tends to reverse the gas flow,

leads to a permeation of the hot gas into the unburned porous solid and a consequent preheating

of the material through convective heat transfer. This preheating, in turn, results in a supera-

diabatic effect that increases the combustion temperature (and wave speed) of the basic solution

corresponding to steady, planar burning, and produces a shift in the stability boundaries delin-

eating the growth or decay of nonsteady, nonplanar perturbations arising from thermal/diffusive

instability.

An analysis of the basic solution was previously given based on a perturbation analysis of ‘

an asymptotic model, derived in the limit of large overall activation energy, that treated two

overpressure regimes of interest, including the boundary-layer limit of the gas-permeation region a

considered here. This limit is sufficient to describe the onset of convective burning for weak

permeabilities and moderate overpressures, although for larger magnitude overpressures associated

with fully-developed convective flow, the gas-permeation layer extends deeper into the solid-gas

region [12]. To facilitate a stability analysis of the basic solution in the boundary-layer regime,

a nonsteady, multidimensional version of the asymptotic model was described, and an earlier

assumption of small porosity was relaxed. A perturbation analysis, based on the realistic smallness

of the permeabilityy, heat of melting and gas-to-solid density and thermal-conductivity ratios, was

then developed to the necessary order, both for the basic solution and the nonsteady, nonplanar

perturbation variables. A significant aspect of the calculation, relative to that for the unconfined

problem, was the development of inner and outer solutions with respect to the gas-permeation

layer, and the matching of these solutions to the order necessary to determine leading- and first-

order corrections to the dispersion relation. Analysis of the latter then determined the effects

of confinement (overpressure) and porosit y on the stability boundaries relative to the unconfined

and/or nonporous problems.

As in the unconfined problem, the effects of porosity and two-phase flow on the shift in sta-

bility boundaries relative to the nonporous case are essentially proportional to a, /( 1 – as), where “

cz~is the initial gas-phase volume fraction in the solid/gas region. The modifications arising from
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confinement are then reflected in the explicit presence of the overpressure parameter pb, equal to

the pressure difference across the combustion wave, in various terms of the final dispersion rela-

tion that governs the onset of the present thermal/diffusive type of instability. It was found that

the primary effects arising from confinement are stabilizing relative to the stability boundaries

obtained for the unconfined problem, resulting in a widening of the region of stability for steady,

planar combustion. Thk stabilizing influence, which increases as pi increases, is largely attributed

to the pressure-driven convective preheating of the material and rise in combustion temperature,

which lowers the effective nondimensional activation energy. This type of superadiabatic effect is

thus analogous to the stabilizing effects of decreasing heat losses and increasing combustion tem-

perature on stability in nonadiabatic single-phase deflagrations. Other two-phase-flow effects that

enhance thermal/diffusive stability relative to the leading-order (nonporous) stability boundary

include those associated with increasing the gas-to-solid thermal diffusivit y ratio, which, as in the

unconfined case, contributes to the dampening of transverse temperature disturbances. In the

confined case of interest here, thermal diffusivity also acts in conjunction with the stabilizing con-

vective transport of heat into the unburned material, thereby enhancing the convective preheating

of the unburned material through diffusion of heat from the burned to the unburned region.

In addition to the aforementioned aspects of confined deflagrations in porous materials, the

present theory contains effects associated with other parameters that could be explored more fully

in other work. It would also be of interest to’ study the complete transition to fully convective

burning and its associated instabilities, which could be quite different from the results in the

transition region presented here.
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APPENDIX A. Analysis of the Basic Solution in the Gas-Permeation Sublayer

The expansion coefficients of the basic solution in both the outer and inner portions of the

solid/gas region appear in the corresponding equations for the linear stability variables in Sections

8 and 9. Accordingly, we present an analysis of the basic problem for overpressure, which is

complicated by the fact that there is a boundary layer adjacent to the melting surface. Following

the approach in [12], we introduce the scalings (7.la) into the pressure equation (5. llb) and the

corresponding boundary conditions, and seek inner and out er solutions as expansions in c.

Within the boundary layer, a solution for the overpressure variable p is sought in the form

P= Po+epl+ e2p2+ ”””. Substituting this expansion and the parameter scalings into Eq. (5.llb)

written in the boundary-layer coordinate O we obtain

[
(l– CX. +C?*8CYJ pfJ+Epl +... –:(PO+l+CP1+...$(PO+CP1+l +...)]

= (1 – a. + J%s)c-$[po+epl +””” –:(Po+l+eP1 +”””) $Po+eP1+. ”” )]

+ E?*txa$(po + Epl + “““ ) ,
(AS)

subject to

We note that the value of as is here assumed O(1), whereas in the previous analysis [12] this

parameter was assumed to be O(e).

At leading order, the problem (Al) – (A.2) simplifies to

[

dpo
$ PO–– :(PO +1)— d+ 1=0,

dpo
pO=pb,

(

__aS Pb– Tm+l
dij K* )

at fj=O.
pb+l

(A.3)

(A.4)

By integrating Eq. (A.3) twice and applying the boundary conditions (A.4), an implicit solution

for the leading-order overpressure p. is obtained as

(po– Tm+lfi~=po-pb+Tmln pb– Tm+l
K* )

(A.5)

To determine pl, we consider the next-order problem with respect to e, obtaining from Eqs. (Al)

- (A.2) the problem

[ 1(1-cl.)po-$po+l)~=(l-a,)$[pl-:bo+l)~-:P,f$j

[
dpo

(A.6)

+Pa.$ po– ;(PO +1)— 1dij ‘
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Since

●
of p~,

dpl
Pl=o, —= Oatij=O.

drj

PO(0) is given implicitly by M. (A.5), we may solve Eqs. (A.6) – (A.7) for PI as

Using the previous results (A.3) – (A.4), the solution for PI (pO) is obtained as

(A.7)

a function

pl = (Tm – 1:

+(pb – 2T~

The temperature and the pressure are related in the gas-permeation layer according to Darcy’s

law. Thus, in the boundary layer we expand the result (5.lla) as

+“+6? 1+...=l+po+epl +... _:(l+po+epl +.-. #Po+o Pi+_+)?)? (A.9)

where the left-hand side is the expansion for the basic temperature in the boundary layer. Thus,

each temperature coefficient and its spatial derivatives can be expressed in terms of the leading-

order overpressure. One can continue with this procedure to obtain equations and solutions for

the p2, p3 and so forth. However, based on the jump conditions across the melting surface, it is

. sufficient to have solutions for p. and pl in the boundary layer in order to ultimately obtain the

dispersion relation to O(e). As for the spatial derivatives of the basic temperature that are needed

d in the boundary layer, Eq. (A.9) indicates that they can be readily obtained by differentiating the

pressure equations with respect to ij. Hence, the higher-order versions of Eqs. (A. 1) – (A.2) can be

differentiated with respect to tj to ultimately yield dTo/dij, dTl /dij, d2Tl /dij2, dT2/dij, d2T2/dfi2

and d2T3/dij2, all of which appear at some point in the perturbation analysis described in Sections

8 and 9.

Turning our attention now to the outer problem, we observe that the overpressure outside the

boundary layer within the solid/gas region, denoted by q, is to be expanded according to Eq. (7.le).

Thus, the corresponding sequence of pressure problems outside the boundary layer is determined

from the expansion of Eq. (5.llb) according to

[
(l–a. +d”t%) q“+ql+... –C:(qo+l+eql+... ):(qo+cql+”..)]

[
=(l–a. +cPas)+qo+q+... –c:(qo+l+Eql+...)+(qo+eql+...)]

+ M“$xa.(qo + Eql + . ..).

.
qo+eql +... = Oas (+-co.

(A.1O)

(All)

At leading order, the equation for go is given simply by.

dqo

‘o=d~’
(A.12)
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which has the admissible solution q. = al exp(~). Since the boundary-layer (inner) solution p. ~

(Tm -1) as@ ~ -co, whereas the outer solution q. a ale -(z~-z~). ~ [ ~ –(z; – z%), the

leading-order matching of these solutions implies al = (T! – l)e{~~–% 10. Hence 7

qo = (Tm– l)e~+(z~–”%)o. (A.13)

At the next order, Eq. (A.1O) yields an equation for the coefficient ql given by

( $?)=P”S*{ %-$[(qO+l)%l}+’*’as(x-l(1–a,)q, – +(1–%): (q”+l)

(A.14)

Using the leading-order result (A.12) for qo, Eq. (A. 14) becomes

which has the solution

{

*
ql = e(+(~;–~%)o a2 + ~(T~ — l)2ec+{Z~–Z%)0

cl~

-J!L[P - ?%(1 -x)](Tm- 1) [( + (4 -a)o]} ~
l–a.

(A.16)

where az is to be found from matching with the inner solution. In particular, employing a (2,2) ,

mat thing procedure (cf. [21]), we first construct the two-term inner expansion of the two-term

outer solution q. + eql, expressed in terms of the inner variable O, noting that

where, in applying the definition (7.2) for i), the expansion given by the first of Eqs. (7.ld) for

x: — z~ has been used. Similarly, the outer expansion of the two-term inner solution PO+ epl,

expressed in terms of the inuer variable ij, is determined by the expansions for p. and pl given by

Po-’(Tm -l)+’.., Pl~:(Tm –l)(2Tm –Pb–l)+ (Tm–l)fi +.”. . (A.18)

Equating these two-term outer (inner) expansions of the the two-term inner (outer) solutions then

determines that a2 = (T’ – 1) [(~*/a~) (Tm – pb) + (z: – z:) ~], and thus the final solution for ql

is given by
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The perturbation analysis of Eq. (A.1O) can be continued, at least in principle, to determine
. higher-order coefficients in the expansion of the outer pressure variable in the solid-gas region.

In the present stability analysis, however, knowledge of the coefficients q. and ql is sufficient to

a determine both the leading-order growth rate Zwo and the first-order correction coefficient iwl.

APPENDIX B. Calculation of rlvtll/cl~, 0(21 and da$)/&jlfi=o

.The coefficients IVj and Si appearing in the solutions (9.2) and (9.4) for v(l) and a(2), respec-

tively, are tabulated here for completeness. In, particular, Eq. (6.14) at O(e) gives an expression

for v(l) as

where the right-hand side is known from the previously calculated lower-order results for v(o) =

a(o), 0(1} and q. given by Eqs. (8.3) and (8.20), Eqs. (8.5a,b,c) and Eq. (A.12), respectively.

Consequently, we obtain the result (9.2) for dv(l}/d~, where the ~i are given by

[

/’$’
N3=iwo —–

;*&(x — l)a~

a, (1 - a.)(iwo + IF) 1
(Tm– l)e(’~-z~)o , (B.4)

N4 = 2zwo~(Tm – l)2e2tz~–z~)0 , (B.5)
O!,g

IV5 = ~c$)(Tm – l)2(q~ + l)2e(l+q$)(’:–z~)0 . (B.6)
ct!~

Similarly, the right-hand side of Eq. (9.4) for 0(2) is known from the previous results for a(l),

dv(l) /d~ and the basic quantities To, Z’I, q. and ql, where the last of these is given by Eq. (A.19).

As a result, Eq. (9.3) can be written in the form

for ~ < –(z: – x~)o, which has the solution (9,4) with the S’i given by

.

sl=– i~ L2 L2 S3= .& + .t4
(B.8)

U: -1 + (2q~ - 1)2 ‘
S2 = –2(2q] – 1) ‘

iwo + k+ ‘

L4 &
A

s4=– S5 =
‘6 = q:(q: + l;: ‘iWo – k2 ‘

(B.9)
iWO + k2 ‘ 2–iwo–k2’
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(B.1O)

(B.11)
iwl Ll

L2= ~
Zq+ – 1

as
+—

1–0!’ [( qyL1

)

- (iwo + q~)L~
?*L

2q~ – 1
+ XN2 – 1*

Zq: – 1 1
L3=–iwl L2 a’

{[

~ (iw~ + 1).Lz + ~*$(x - l)a5iuo(Tm _ ~)e(z:_zcJ)o
+—

iwo + k2 l–cl’ iwo + lc2 l–a!5

[
-++”6– ~woL;~2+ x(N3+ N4)1}

‘-{iw”(l-x)[(’’-’~),+:(~’)~*~F*~F-’”’(’-x)l[(z’-’”+

[+F”iiwl(l–x)–2WO:1}(Tm-l)e(x~-z~)o , (B.12)

L4 = ~iwO(l – X) [P – ?’8(1 – X)] (Tm – l)e(z:-r:)o ,
s

(B.13)

.

& = –2
?’ bXa5 *

iwo~(Tn — l)2e2(x:–x:10 ~
l–cl~ as

(B.14) “

A

t~ =
?*bXas

N5 , (B.15)
P

1–0!,

with L1 and L2 given by Eqs. (8.5 b,c).

Finally, the calculation of the expression (9.9) for da$) /dq I~=o is obtained by first considering

‘2) itself In particular, Eq. (9.8) admits the solutionthe solution of Eq. (9.8) for a~l .

,.
1~(”) (~m – 1) (q:)2 ij2– ~J::,

{

(@)= D1fi+D2-j m
~M — - C$!)(nn - Ml [fi- (’: -AM

[

+ &e-&s %L)o _ ~
([

‘O)(Tm–l) & &(iwo + q!) + ?’b(x–l)q~] – iwl
)

(z: – Z$.Jo
m Zqy – 1 1

.

[
- ~ (Tm - 1)(X -1) iw;; ~2 - &X(~o - T!+ 1)

s 1}

{ [(

Pb+l ~_2Tm–pb–l
— f*&$* ~~)g-m(Tm – 1) ~

l–cl’ )
+ ln(po – Tm +1)

pb–Trn+l

3Tm–p@ln PO– Tm+l—
( ) (

+PO–Tm+llnz pO– Trn+l
po+l pb–Trn+l Z(po + 1) pb–Tm+~ )1

[( 1

.
— iwo – T~ – I)c$) + ~c$l p. – c$~(Tm – l)(pb – Tm + 1) ln(po – Tm + 1)

is

+ (Cg) + iwo)
( )}

~P~ + Tm ~0 + (T~ – 1) ln(po – Tm + 1)] ,
.

(B.16)
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where the integration constants Ill and D2 are determined from matching with the outer solution.
.

To this end, the behavior of the inner solution given above for O ~ –co is, since p. N (Tm – 1) +

e
} (B.17)

+Dlij+D2 +”...

In addition, we calculate the behavior of the outer solution a121 given above in the limit ~ -

–(x: – x%) as

+ [SS– s4(X~– %~)o].-(’: -’:)O + s5.-2(z;-zi)0 + L%.-(l+qy)(z;-’L)O.
(B.18)

Performing similar calculations, to the appropriate orders in c, for the lower-order coefficients

a(o) a(l), a$) and a~~) given in the main body of the text, we may then perform a (3,3) matching)
2 (2)

and IS= o(o)+ ca{ll + #oP),of the three-term inner and outer solutions ~bl w of) + ca~~)+ e o~l

. respectively. As a result, an expression for D1 is obtained as

[
D1 = i?lq~ +L’1

~!(~: – Z:). – 1

1
Lz

2q: – 1
.–9$(~; –%Jo + .–(~;–~90

iwo + kz
(B.19)

~’(T~ -1, {pq&#T’ + ?*;X [iwo + Cg)(lhl + 1)] } )—
(1 – a!.)Tm

which enables da~) /dij I~=o to be calculated, giving the result (9.9).
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Figure Captions

Fig. la.

Fig. b.

Figs. 2a–f.

Figs. 3a,b.

Physical illustration of quasi-steady deflagration in a confined porous energetic material.

The overpressure in the burned region tends to reverse the gas flow into, rather than

out of, the unburned porous material. Consequently, for small permeabilities and O(1)

overpressures, a permeation boundary layer within the solid/gas region adjacent to the

melting surface is established. Combustion occurs, for large activation energies, in an

asymptotically thin reaction layer that separates the liquid/gas preheat zone and the

burned-gas region.

The leading-order asymptotic form of the basic solution corresponding to quasi-steady,

planar deflagration. The figure was drawn using the parameter values p; = pb + 1 = 6.0,

T) = 6.0, as = 0.3, Tm = 1.5, b = 1 = 1.0, ~“ = 1.0, ?* = 4.0 and e = 0.025. The

boundary-layer character of the pressure and velocity profiles in the solid/gas region to

the left of the melting surface arises from the weak permeability of the porous solid.

Neutral stability boundaries Do(k), plotted as a function of disturbance wavenumber,

for various values of overpressure (pb) and gas-to-solid ratios of heat capacity (~) and

scaled thermal conductivity (~). Modified Zel’dovich numbers that lie above (below)

the stability boundary correspond to regions of instability (stability) with respect to

nonsteady, nonplanar perturbations of the basic solution. The stability boundaries are

calculated for representative values of the remaining parameters; specifically, as = O.3,

Tm = 1.5, T$ = 6.0, X = 0.3, c = 0.1.

Coefficients ~1(k) and (~1 + ~1) (k) in the first-order correction to the leading-order sta-

bility boundary /30(k). These coefficients are calculated using the same representative

values of the remaining parameters cr~,T~, T: and x used in Figure 2.

i

.
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